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INTRODUCTION 

Computer People for Peace became involved with raising bail money for 

Clark Squire in the summer of 1970. Clark had many friends and contacts 

in the computer field, and he asked some of them to help raise his $50,000 

bail. Although nothing developed from Clark's request one of these initial 

contacts referred the issue to CPP. 

Confronted with this request we had three possible choices. We could 

have refused to raise bail for a Black Panther. We could have unofficially 

helped Squire to raise money but not make a political issue of it. Or 

we could have made it an important part of out activities. We chose the 

third, although there was not full agreement on such a policy. Among 

steering committee members, there were at least four schools of thought 

regarding raising Squire's bail. A few people strongly disagreed with 

raising money at all either because they were opposed to the Black Panther 

Party or because they felt that the role of CPP was to organize around 

computer-related issues exclusively. The second tendency was to take an 

exclusively civil libertarian approach to the problem: Innocent or guilty 

Clark and his co-defendants were being deprived of their constitutional 

guarantees such as the right to reasonable bail and the right to a speedy 

trial. The third line of thinking held that we should support the Black 

Panther Party itself because it has a positive program and is a progressive 

force for social change. A fourth position recognized the Black Panther 

Party as one group in the continuum of "left" groups. These people felt 

that left groups must stand together when attacked by the government, 

despite tactical or political differences. These tendencies were not 

resolved as a result of debate within CPP, but the group as a whole did 
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